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Foreign Affairs

WILLIAMS fe? NORGATE
Recen' Public Jtions

THE MEMOBRS OF
OEMERAL WRAI^OEL

Translated by S. F. Goulston, B.A.
" His [Wrangel's] greatness acquires an epic grandeur
from the immensity of the forces he wrestled with.
. . . His pictures of violence and disease, of
incompetence and jealousy, of self-seeking and
self-sacrifice, cover the whole gamut of human

passions."

—

Daily Telegraph.

Illustrations and. Maps. 21s. net.

ALBANIA

:

TNIi: RiSE Of A ECINGSOM
By J. Swire, F.R.G.S.

A full and authoritative history of Albania has
become necessary in view of the growing importaace
of that country, and Mr. Swire, v/ho has had vmique
opportunity of studying the matter on the spot, here
gives us the first such detailed history to be \sTitten.
For the student of Balkan affairs and of European
poUtics this is an important and necessary book.

Illustrations and Maps. 30s. net.

THE PROBLEM OF
INTEREST

IN !TS RELATION TO CURRENCY
AND SSEST

By Ernst Dick, Ph.D.
A book of vital importance in regard to debt settle-

ments, gold movements, etc. The author attacks the
current theory of interest and establishes sounder
methods for currency stabilization and fiscal poUcy.

18s. net.

38 Great Ormond St.

LONDON, W.C.I

i

"BY SELF-SUFFERING I SEER

TO convert;'

GANDHI'S CAMPAIGN

The banger of Violence in

India.

[Renter's Service.]

Ahmedabad. Feb. 20.

Mr. Gandhi, writing in his paper. Young

India, declares that the only danger regarding

civil disobedience would be the outbreak of

violence. "If there is violence I now know

the way: not retracting a5 at Bardoli (when

a number of policemen were killed by a mob).

The struggle in freedom's battle of non-\'iolence

against violence must continue until not a

single representative is left alive."

Replying to a query as to whether he will

ultimately raise force against the British,

Gandhi says "My love for non-violence is

superior to ever/thing, mundane or super-

mundane. I embark on the campaign as much

out of love for the Englishman as for the

Indian. By self-suffering I seek to convert

and never to destroy him."

'-^rr-n'^^^^

SCIENCE
TTTF ADJUSTMENT OF ERRORS IN PRAC-

Tfr\L SCIENCE. By R. W. M. GIBBS 7|X5.

U2 PP Oxiord: University Press. London:

Milford. 5s. n.
, , , .

\u attempt to simplify and. put into readable form

;^P tistTtho Theory of Erroi^. The book m mamly

Intended for the use of research students m prac-

tical science. .
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RECENT BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS ON
INDIA

India On Trial: A Study of Present Condition. By
J. E. Woolaoott. (Methuen, 1929.) This book has been
written by a former correspondent of The Times at
Delhi and Simla to show that India has derived inestimable
benefits from British rule and that British administration
is inspired by honesty of purpose and high ideals of duty.
It is frankly partisan.
The Case for India. By John S. Hoyland. (Dent, 1929.)

Analyses the main factors in the existing condition of
affairs in India, religious, social, and political; and gives
an impartial presentation of the opinions now held by the
great majority of Indians regarding their problems. An
account of the situation from the standpoint of a sym-
pathetic European, stating with fairness and accuracy the
feelings and desires of Indians for the future of their
country and its relations with England.
The Economic Development of India. By Vera Anstey,

Lecturer in Commerce, London School of Economics and
Political Science. An impartial view of the recent develop-
ment, present position, and main problems of Indian
economic life. The development and potentialities of

India's large-scale industries are considered, and close

attention is paid to the relation between financial policy
and economic development. An attempt has been made
to discover what are the really fundamental difficulties

confronting the more rapid promotion of material welfare.
Thoughts on Indian Discontents. By Edwyn Bevan.

(Allen & Unwin, 1929.) Deals with the new phase of

Indian unrest and shows the relation between the physique
of Indians and their present subject condition. Urges
Indian Nationalists to abandon their '' backward-look-
ing " faith and build up a nation which is obviously fit and
able to settle its own affairs.

India: Bond or Free? By Annie Besant. (Putnams,
1927.) '' The price of India's loyalty is India's freedom."
This is Mrs. Besant's summing-up of the present situation.

She draws an idyllic picture of the happiness and pros-
perity of India a thousand years ago and contrasts it with
the misery and humiliation of India under the Eng-
lish regime. " Her salvation," says the author, " lies in

S Swaraj, Self-Rule, Home Rule and in that alone."
India in Bondage. By J. T. Sunderland. (Chatterjee, Cal-

cutta, 1928.) Partisan plea by an American for consideration of
* India's *' humiliation," and a criticism of Britain's " fitness to

t rule." The writing and judgment are of much the same quality
as those revealed by Mother India.

I

The Dilemma in India. By Sir Reginald Craddock. (Con-
'? stable, 1929.) Written by one who knows India as few other

^ living Englishmen do. He takes the view that the foundations,
tangible or intangible, on which Western democracies are based,
have not yet been laid in India. He warns India against rash
political changes which may prove her undoing.

u
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In Memory of

Fanny Garrison Villard

By WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON, Jr.

No conscious art released the mystic gates

That opened wide to her triumphant way,

Unless the art of living day by day

In amity propitiates the Fates.

Perhaps it was her gentleness and grace.

Or her high radiance, by courage crowned,

That made her words of pleading so resound

When she stood champion of sex or race.

The daughter of a war-torn, stormy age

Of rapt reform and fratricidal feud.

She strove with passionate solicitude

To make world peace a human heritage.

She sensed a point of light in dawn's dim skies

;

Her soul, prophetic, saw the high sun rise.
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am inclined to be sceptical myself.

Yet, as my train steamed out of Mos-
cow station, bound for the European
frontier, I remembered a famous saying
of the Duke of Wellington: "All the
svise men said one thing and all the
damned fools said another; and, by
gad, sir, the damned fools were right !"'

•Just suppose—well, just suppose that

"The Five Years' Plan" were to mate-
rialize. \Miich of us would have the last

lauodi then?
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LOVE, THE LAW OF LIFE. By ToYonrco
Kagaw.^ Translated by J. Fulleiiton Gressit.
With a Foreword by Rufus M. Jones and a
Biography of Mr. Kagawa by Eleanor M.

. Hinder and Helen F. Topping. 9 x 5i, viii.

4-313 pp. Student Christian Movement.
7s. 6d. n.

Dr. Rufus M. Jones in a foreword to this vohime
describes its author as one of the striking pheno-
mena of the Christian world to-day, a man in whom
is revealed unquenchable personal conviction,
invincible faith and an unconquerable spirit of
adventure. Miss Eleanor ]\L Hinder and Miss
Helen F. Topping combine to j)rovide an intro-

ductory biotzraphical account of the author. Ho
was born in Japan in 1888 and became a Christian
in his youth. Thereupon di.sinherited by his uncle,
the richest man in the province of Awa, he became
» -penniless student of the Southern Presbyterian

rheological Seminary at Kobe. His health was
•poor, but he gave himself with imremitting zeal to

the poor people of Shmkawa and ha,? lived in the

slums for many years. After a visit to the United
States he returned to Japan and again took up his

work among the poorest people in the community.
With a frail body and the feeblest powers of eye-

siglit Kagawa has for many years given himself to

the alleviation of the unfortunate and distres.sed.

He has also launched .a campaign anwng tlie

university students in the hope of gaining their

adlierence to Christianity. It ought to be added
that he is keenly interested in economic and social

questions and has published a number of volumes
expounding various aspects of Christianity, besides

six books of poems which have had a large sale in

Japan. With a growing influence among the

Japanese he is devoting himself with intense

devotion to the welfare of his fellow countrymen
in things temporal and spiritual. The pi-esent

treatise contains the author's statement of his

system of love and the world's need of its spirit.

Written primarily for his fellow coimtrymen it

assumes a somewhat unfamiliar form to Englisli

readers, but the author shows that he is well

informed on the subjects with which he deals and
inculcates a Christian view of life in terms which
seem likely to commend them to all thoughtful
readers, who, whatever may be their traditions

and outlook, will tind much worth their attention
in these pages.

HUMAN NEEDS AND WORLD CHRISTIANITY.
i<^\Nri« John McCoNN^r
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THE AMERICAN OMEN. By G.ARErr Garrett.
7^x5, xii. + 259 pp. Routledge. 7s. 6d, n.

Mr. Garet Garretfs book has a somewhat heavv air.
He writes in a staccato style sentences hke this:
*' As we think- of wealth it is not a sum, variable
only by addition or subtraction, nor is it extent of
possession. It is a body of great means, contain-
ing a principle of prolitication that causes it to
increase by division. We think much less about
wealth than about prosperity, and they are not
the same. The measure of prosperity is not what
people possess; it is what they consume." Political
economy always looks unattractive, but anyone
who will persevere will find a great deal to interest
him in Mr. Garrett's analysis of the causes of
American prosperity. Primarily the cause is psvcho-
logical. America began on the old bad lines, but
the native pioneering spirit found a^more excellent
way. The laws of the orthodox pohtical economists
—the wages fiend and the rest of them—have been
challenged for the first time by Americans not
hypnotized by them into a false fa'talism. The main
thesis is that consumption must be increased— '* in-
creasingly the anxiety of modern business is how
to stimulate effective wanting, how to induce people
in the average to exert themselves more in order
to be able to have and to consume more. Instal-
ment selling has that motive. The man who denies
himself a motor-car puts somebody else out of
work, and the man who is dispensed "with as a pro-
ducer is also dispensed with as a consumer, and as
the consumer he is indispensable, " Unemployment,
once the anxiety of the worker alone, now becomes
the anxiety of business."

Interesting cliapters deal with the way machinery
has speeded up the pace of life, making the
American time plane different from that of Europe,
and with the division of profit. High wages, says
Mr. Garrett, are frowned on in Europe because work
is thought of as a curse, whereas in America at any
rate the more people earn the more they want anil
the harder they work. It is the changed view of
wages that has n ade business men think in a more
exalted way of their calling. It does not pay to
take profits out of a business and businesses must
be run for their own sakes. This has freed America
from the doubts conunon to Europe whether the
vast extension of material prosperity has been worth
while since it has only proauced in Europe a
feudally-minded big business. Mr. Garrett con-
cludes a most stimulating and useful little book with
some optimistic reflections in answer to the critics
of the machine age. Religion and philosophy have
everything to gain from the growth of knowiedee.
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The Atom. By G. P. ThomsoxV. Home
University Librarv. (Thornton Butter-
worth. 2s. 6d. net.)

It is almost inevitable that popular exposi-
tion of modern atomic theory should follow
the course of historical development. The
modern theory of the atom is hai^dh^ yet per-
fectly coherent and self-contained. It still

contains traces of an older way of thinking,
and in its furthest reaches it is still tentative
and obscure. The present theory is like one of

those old dissolving views, where the earlier

picture has not yet completely faded and the
new one is not yet clearly dehned. To under-
stand it, therefore, it is necessary to see its

evolution. It cannot yet be presented as an
impeccable, logical structure based on a few
axioms.
The evolutionary method is the method that

has been followed by Professor Thomson in
one of the best accounts of atomic theory that
have yet appeared. The atom, from the begin-
ning, seems to have presented conceptual
difficulties. The idea that matter consisted of
small indivisible particles was a difficult one
for many people. The difficulty lay in the
word " indivisible." For if the atoms are of
a finite size it is surely possible to imagine
them being cut in half—and so on. It had to
be admitted that the indivisibility attributed
to atoms was purely practical—an expression
of the limitations of chemical analysis. But
as long as atoms were regai'ded as homogene-
ous bodies it is obvious that matter was,
theoretically, infinitely divisible. The discovery
of electrons, and the consequent supposition
that atoms are built up out of these bodies
and therefore have a structure, does, curiously
enough, restore the notion of the indivisibility

of atoms of matter. For if a structure is

divided it is, as that structure, destroyed. An
atom deprived of some of its constituent elec-

trons is not a smaller edition of the same atom.
It is sometliing with different properties.

The notion tliat the atom is sometliing that
has a structure is now definitely accepted.
The difficulties begin when we try to define

the structure. Rutherford's famous model pre-

sented the atom as consisting of a central
nucleus round wliich negative electrons re-

volved. The electrons were regarded as being,

normally, little spherical bodies, and their

masses and dimensions were determined. The
matter was a little complicated by tlie fact
that the electrons were '* disem)x)died charges
of electricitj^,"' a phrase that presented diffi-

culties to the pictorial imagination. It was
also found, when the mathematicians became
busy, that the laws of the electronic motions
must be extremely odd. The hitherto accepted
laws of nature, when applied to the electron
theory of the atom, showed that ihe atom
must inevitably destroy itself. On this theory
the whole material universe should have van-
ished long ago. Fortunately a brand-new law
of nature had been invented by Planck to re-

solve certain difficulties attending the radia-

tion of heat, and this new law, in a revised
form, was applied by Niels Bohi- to the atom.
The application appealed to be extremely suc-
cessful. The atom was represented as radiating
and absorbing energy in accordance with
Planck's " quantum theory," and a picture of

the mechanism of tliis was given. But, in spite

of its early successes, the theory has now be-
come untenable, and an entirely new theory of

matter is in process of being developed.

The chapters devoted to this theory form
the most interesting part of Professor Thom-
son's book, as we should expect, for he is here
speaking of work in wliich he has played a
prominent part. We have to suppose, for

instance, that an electron is both a
wave and a particle. An electron is

to be represented as a particle " con-

voyed," as it were, by a system of waves.
The waves determine, in some way, the dii'ec-

tion of the particle. But the waves do not
travel with the particle. They travel faster

than the particle, and the slower the particle

the faster the waves travel. This may be ex-

plained on the analogy of a " disturbed area "

in a system of waves. The disturbed area
(travelling over the sea in a storm, for ex-

ample) does not travel with the speed of the
waves. But this analogy is very imperfect,

for it is difficult to suppose that the electron

waves have this degree of phj^sical reality.

The fact that the electron waves arc supposed
to travel faster than light makes their physical
existence very doubtful. Again, it is necessary
to suppose that these waves extend over a
region that would comprise many atoms. If,

therefore, these waves form part of

an electron, we have to suppose that
an electron, a constituent of the atom,
is larger than an atom. As Professor
Thomson says : "It seems as though the
whole conception of size as applied to an elec-

tron is a mistaken one." It is probable that
these waves will have to be regarded, not as
possessing physical reafity, but as "" waves of

probability.^' Places where the waves are in-

tense would then be interpreted as places

where the electron was likely to appear.
Indeed, the non-physical character of these
waves becomes evident when they are applied
to the atom. In the simplest case the waves
can be represented as existing in a three-

dimensional space. This makes their physical
existence, to some extent, plausible. But in all

other cases the waves occupy multi-dimen-
sional spaces. We have to assume spaces of

six, nine, twelve, and so on, dimensions to

accommodate these waves. It is evident,

therefore, that they have no physical exist-

ence. But, in that case, what precisely is the
new theory saying when it says that an elec-

tron is both a wave and a particle ?

Such are but a few of the fascinating prob-
lems that matter offers to modern science. The
reader will find Professor Thomson an ad-
mirable guide tlii-ough tliis tangled territory.



SYMBOLS AND THOUGHT

The Growth of Reason. By Frank
LoRiMER. (Kegan Paul. 10s. 6d. net.)

Tliere is a malignant spirit in one of the
'* Ghost Stories of an Antiquary '* whioli
can only become active by snatching up
some cloth or slieet and literally embodying
itself in it : otherwise it is nothing. AMiat
the object is in which it takes shape does
not matter so much, but something there
must be if it is to have any perceptible
existence. The x^^i'allel may be applied to
the mystery of the relationship between
thought and symbol. Our thinking is not
really about the sjnnbols at all but about
their meanings : yet the only way in wliich
we can think about meanings is b}^ means
of symbols. Mr. Lorimer, in what his sub-
title calls rather verbosely " A Study of the
Role of Verbal Activity in the Growth of

the Structure of the Human Mind," has the
merit of seeing clearly that we can only
think about anything effectively by giving
it some kind of sensible form, and fitting it

into a scheme which represents its relations

to other things. He cites, for example,
some very interesting tests by Warden
in which a number of persons were set
to thread with a jDointer a maze which
was hidden from their sight ; success was
achieved much more quickly by tliose who
verbalized the whole process, actually, in

some cases, wliispering the successive du'ec-

tions to themselves. It is an excellent
example of the use of words in thought.
The word, the symbol, serves a double pur-,
pose ; it identifies the object, acting as a
sort of mnemonic device to fix it in the
mind, and it defines its place in a given'
" frame of reference."

Mr. Lorimer is therefore right in attaching
primary importance to the use of language
in what he calls " The Growtli of Reason,"
but we cannot say that he lias made the
actual coui*se of development at all clear.

He relies a little too confidently on the
power of words to sustain and clarify tliought,

and frequently lapses into pure \erbiage.
Too often the meaning has to be iiiferred

more or less dubiou.sly from the context.
Terms like " function,'' ** co-ordination,"
'" correlation," '* integration," '' organiza-
tion " and '' reference " occur m innumerable
relations and appear to mean almost any-
thing. Of his general philosophical posi-

tion it is enough to say that he regards it

as " the greatest achievement of modern
philosopliy " to have recognized that the
distinction between mind and body is

only a distinction between small and great,
'* between minute and implicit processes on
the one hand, and gross anrl overt processes
on the other." It is sad to think how many
generations have raeked their brains over a
problem which turns out to be so sui-prisingly

simple.
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